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A

SEEMINGLY STRANGE STORY ILLUMINATED

Kevin L. Barney

n 2 September 1829, Abner Cole, working under the pseudonym
"Obediah Dogberry," began publishing a weekly newspaper in
Palmyra called The Reflector. In that paper he printed sa rcastic comments about the Book of Mormon before its publication and before
he had even seen it. In the 29 December 1829 issue, Cole began to
publish serially a pirated copy of the text of the Book of Mormon in
violation of Joseph Smith's copyright, thus forcing Joseph to make a
special tfip to Palmyra from Harmony, Pennsylvania. in order to
compel Cole to cease and desist. Following the 22 January 1830 issue.
Cole did stop publishing the Book of Mormon text itself, but he continued to publish his caustic commentary, including a parody he cruled
the "Book of Pukei," which appeared in June and July of that year.!
In the 6 January 1830 issue, Cole responded to a communication
from someone styling himself " Plain Truth" with a series of six
weekly articles, each under the title "Gold Bible." Cole, who did much

O

I. See Richard L. Bushman, Joseph Smi th and the Beginnings of Mormonism (Urbana; Universi!y of Illinois Press, 1984), 108-10, 120-24; and Russell R. Rich, ~ The Dogberry Papers and !he Book of Mormon," nYU Studies 10/3 ( 1970): 315-20.

Review of lohn A. Tvedtnes. The Book of Mormon and Other Hi(l;'
den Books: "Out of Darkness unto Light." Provo, Utah: FARMS, 2000.
xii + 266 pages. with two appendixes. annotated bibliography. and
subject index. $14.95.
~~
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to popularize the sobriquet "Gold Bible," explained the origin of the
term in the 11 January 1830 issue of The Reflector:
We inadvertently neglected in our remarks last week, re~
specting this wonderful work, to accompany them with the
explanation requisite to a co rrect understanding of it. The
appellation of "Gold Bible" is only cant cog nomen that has
been given it by the unbelievers-for be it known that this
Book, as well as the sacred volume which is held so valuable
by all good Christians, is not without its revilers and unbe~
lievers-hy way of derision. 2
In the 27 February 1830 issue, Cole tosses out the following off~
hand insult:
Diabolical. Our readers must be aware of the great diffi~
cuhy we labor under in translating our foreign correspon~
dence. The inspired man who wrote the "Gold Bible" on
"plates of brass" in the "refo rmed Egyptian" language, on ac~
count of its brevity, as we are informed, through the medium
of one of these pseudo-prophets, never had half the trouble
that we expe rience in deciphe rin g the un seemly scrolls of
this dark representative of old Pluto's domain. 3
These quotes from Cole illustrate the beginnings of what would become a longstanding pattern in anti-Mormon literature of rejecting
even the barest possibility thai the Book of Mormon could be what it
claims, because those claims involve the seem ingly ridiculous notion
of ancient writing on metal (and gold at tbat!). The prospect of writing on metal plates was so foreign to modern cu lture that a flippant,
dismissive wave of the hand was felt to be all that was needed to reject the Book of Mormon as having any basis in reality.
lohn A. Tvedtnes's recent book, The Book of Mormon and Other
Hidden Books, is the latest addition to a significant corpus of Mor2. As quoted in francis W. Kirkham, A New Witness for Christ il1 AmeriCCl (lnde·
pendence, Mo.: Zion's Printing and Publishing, 1942), 27l.
3. Ibid., OS.
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mon literatu re responsive to this superficia l cr iti cal perspective. In
his acknowledgments (see pp. ii-iii), Tvcdtncs mentions many of the
church leaders and scholars who, from an LDS perspective, pio ·
nee red studies of ancient writing on mctallic plates, including Orson
Pratt, Franklin S. Harris J r.,~ Ariel L. Crowley,S Hugh W. Nibley,6 Paul
R. Cheesman/ Mark E. Petersen,s and Thomas Stuart Fe rguson. 9 I
was glad to see thai the in troduct io n to th is volume was written by
H. Curtis Wright, whose backg round in lib rary science brought a
much· needed bibliographical soph istication to the fie ld, something
previous ly lacking in some of the early pioneering efforts. 10 In his
notes, Tvedtnes also mentions the work of contemporary LOS schol·
ars, such as C. Wilfred Griggs,ll William J. Hamblin,12 John W.

4. See Franklin S, Harris Jr., HOthers Kept Reco rds on Metal Plates, Too,HImtructor
(Octobe r 1957): 318-21.
5. See Ariel L. Crowley, About the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: De~ret News,
1961).
6. In numerous writings TI'cdtncs cites throughout his notes.
7. Sec Paul R. Cheesman, HAnoe nt Writing on Metal PJates,~ Ensign (October 1979):
42-47; and Alrcient Writing on Me/al Plates: Archaeologi{al Findings Support Mormon
Claims (Bou ntiful, Utah: Horizon, 1985).
8. Sec Mark E. Petersen. Those Gold Plates! (Salt Lake City: Bookcnft, 1979).
9. See Thomas S. Fnguson. "Gold Plates and the Book ofMo rmon,~ Improvement
Era (April 1962): 232-33. 270-71. On Ferguson's later disill usionmen t, sec Stan La rson,
Quest for the Gold Plates: Thoma~ Swart Ferguson's Archaeological Search for the Book of
Mormon (Salt Lake City: Freethinker Pre» in as$OCiation with Smith Rcsearch. Associates,
1996). reviewed by John Gee in KThe Hagiography of Doubting Thomas,M FARMS Review
of Books 1012 (1998): 158-83. See also the addendu m by John L. Sorenson to John Gee's
~A Tragedy of Errors," Refiew of Book~ 011 the Book of MormQn 4 (1992): 117~19 .
10. See H. Curtis Wright, KMetallic Documents of Antiquity,~ BYU Studies 10/4
(1970): 457- 77; and "Ancient Burials of Metal Documents in Stone Boxes," in By Study
and Aha by Faith: ES5ilY5 in Honor of Hugh W. Nibley. ed. John M. Lundquist and Stephen
D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret nook and FARMS, 1990),2:273-334. This artide was
ba~d on Wr ight's earlier study, AnrTent Buriab of Metallic Foundation Documents in Stone
Boxes (Champagne, III.: University of Illi nois, 1982), 1-42.
11. See C. Wilfred Griggs, ~Thc Book of Mormon as an Ancient Book," in Book of
Mormon Authorship: New Light on Ancient Origins, I'd. Noel B. Reynolds (Provo, Utah:
BYU Re ligious Studies Center, 1982),75-10 1.
12. See William J. Hamblin, «Sacred Writings on Bronze Plates in the Ancient
Mediterranean" (Provo, Utah: FARMS, 1994).
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and William J. Adams Jr.14 Tvedtnes points out that Gordon
B. Hinckley, as a young missionary, wrote an article for the Improvement Era in which he discussed the existence of inscribed metal
plates from the ancient Ncar East in the British Museum (see p. ii ).ls
Given the extensive literature on the subject, as I began to read
this book r wondered whether we needed yet mo re material. I won4
dered whether this book might be beating a dead horse. I soon came
to realize that the proverbial horse is very much alive and could still
use a good beating. Wright addresses this very issue in his introduction. He describes a situation involving the parents of two daughters,
onc a Mo rmon in Illinois and the other a Baptist in Missouri. Their
Mormon daughter taught them the gospel from the Book of Mo r 4
man . and they were receptive to it until they moved to Missouri.
where the ir Baptist daughte r began to attack what they had been
taught by her Mormon sister. A prominent part of this attack was the
claim that no one in antiquity had ever written anything on metal of
Welc h /~

13. ~ John W. Wtlch, "Doubled. Staled. Witnessed Documents: From the Ancient
World to the Book of Mormon," in Mormons, Scripture, (md the Allciellt World: Studies ill
Hom)r ofJohn L. Sorenson. 00. Davis Binon (Provo. Utah: FARMS. 1998). 391-444.
14. See WiUiam J. Adams Jr., "Lehi's Jerusalem and Writing on Me tal Plates; /ouffJal
of Book of Mormon Studies 3/1 ( 1994): 204-6; and "Marc on the Silver Plates from Lehi's
Jeru5alem,~ JOllrnal of Book of Mormon Studies 4/2 (1 995): 136-37. See also the discussion
in John Gee and John A. Tvedtnes, "Ancient Manuscripts Fit Book of Mormon Patlern.~
Insights (February 1999): 3-4.
15. [wanted to read the Hillckl~y article, but Tv~dtnes did not give a citation for it.
The point is perhaps moo t for me, howeve r, because living in Illinois, I have great difficulty getting my hands on mate rial from the Improveme/1/ Era (in fact, my local libra ry
was u n abl~ to fill my last interlibrary loan requ est). Elsewhere, Tvedtnes has described
how when he wrote his "Hebraisms in the Book of Mormon: A Preliminary Survey,~ BYU
Studies 6/ 1 ( 1970): 50-60. he did nOt know about prior work along these lines, such as
Thomas W. Brookbank, ~Hebr~w Idioms and Analogies in th e Book of Mormon,H
Improvement Era 13 (1909~1 0): 117- 21, 234-39, 336-42, 418~20, 53$-43; 17 ( 1914):
189-92; and E. Craig Bramwell, "Hebrew Idioms in the Small Plates of Nephi,H
Improvement Era (July 1961); 496-97, 517. See John A. Tvedtnes in FARMS Review of
Books 611 (1994); 34 n. 39. In the volume under review, Tvedtnes also rem inds us that the
first Englis h translation of the Apocalypse of Abmham appea red in the pages of the
Improvement Em in 1898 (see p. 170). 1 applaud the fact Ihat the church has made the
Ensign available on its Web sit~; my hope is that at some point the ge ms hidden among
decades of the Em might also be made more broadly availabl~ in electronic format .
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any kind. Although it seems remarkable to me that someone would
make such an assertion, upon reflection I can see how such a notion
could arise, for two reasons. First, it would be very difficult eithe r to
suppor t or to exclude this proposition using noth ing more than an
Interne t search, as the father in the story attempted to do. Second,
ant i-Mormon literature tends to ignore current LDS scholarship and
relies instead on dated, anti -Mormon sources, many of which did
make such c1aims.!6
If I had any lingering doubt about the need for cont inued work
in this field, it was dispelled by an article I recently saw on the
Internet, written by Thomas J. Finley, critiquing Hugh Nibley's essay
that compares the Lachis h Letters to the Book of Mormon.lt In this
piece, Finley tries to take advantage of the fact that Nibley's essay,
originally published in 1982, is somewhat dated, having relied on the
edirio princeps of the Lachish Letters published in 1938 by Harry
Torczyner.!8 In 1935, eighteen ostraca (pottery fragments ) with in script ions in ancient Hebrew were discovered at the site of the ancient fortress city of Lachish, and three addit ional ost raca were d iscovered in 1938. These letters date to about 590 B.C. (i.e., with in a
decade of the time Lehi and h is family left Jerusalem and roughly
contemporary with Jeremiah).

16. As an illustration, Wright (se~ p. xii) points to co ntinu~d uncritical re l ianc~ on
Baptist lectures against Mo rmonism delivered in Salt Lake City in 1885. Se~ Marti n T.
Lamb, The Golden Bible; or, the Book of Mormon: Is It From God! (New York: Ward and
Drummond, 1886).
17. S~ Thomas}. Finley, uA Review of Hugh Nibley's Comparisons between the Book
of Mormon and the Lachish Letters· (1998), available at www.irr.orglmit/ni bley.html.
This paper was o rig inally delivered to the Society for the Study of Alt~rnate Religions
(SSAR) at the annual meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, 19 November 1998,
Orlando, Florida. Finley, who holds a Ph.D. from UCLA, is professor of Old Testament
and Semitics at Talbot School of Theology in La Mirada, California. The essay being critiqued is Hugh W. Nibley, "Two Shots in the Dark,~ part i, uDark Days in Jerusalem: The
Lachish Lellers and the Book of Mormon ( I NephL),» in Book of Mormon Authorlhip.
103-21. Finley uses the FARMS reprint edition of 1996.
18. See Harry Torczyner, Lachish I (Tell Ed Duweir): The Lachish utters (London:
Oxfo rd Unive rsity Press, 1938). To rczyner later changed the spelling of his name to
Tur-Sinai,
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Ostracon IV begins as follows:
May Yahweh bring my lord this very day good tidings! And
now, in accordance with all that m y lord hath written, so
hath thy servant done. I have written on the door [deleth] in

accordance with all that [my lord] hath directed me. 19
The meaning of the word deleth in the third line of the ostracon, translated neutrally here as "door:' is somewhat uncertain in this context.
Most scholars have interpreted the word in light of Jeremiah 36:23:
And it came to pass, that when Jehudi had read three or four
leaves Idelathoth, plural of deletli], he cut it with the penknife,
and cast it into the fire that was on the hearth, until all the roll
[megillahJ was consumed in the fire that was on the hearth.
Although the basic meaning of Hebrew deleth is "door," in this passage the word is generally understood to refer to columns of a scroll,
apparently from a similarity of appearance between columns and
doors. In fact, English column derives from Latin columna, based on a
similarity of appearance between a column of text and a pillar.
Finley quotes Nibley as remarking (following Torczyner) that
since potsherds "do not lend themselves to convenient ruing, ... the
contents of important Lachish Letters were duly abridged for transfer
to the official archives ... in the form of delathoth. "20 Finley subsequently reports that, according to Nibley's reading of Torczyner, the
term deletll originally meant a "doorboard " and then developed the
meanings of a "board, plaque. plate, or tablet." Citing Nibley further,
"Torczyner finds the root meaning of the Accadic word edeln
from wdl, ydl, 'to lock or shut,' the collective noun indicating
things locked, hinged or joined together-a reminder that
the very ancient codex form of the book was joined pages of
wood. ivory or metal:' From this Nibley concludes, "The scanty

19. The translation is from D. Winton Thomas, ed., Documents from Old Tt5ttlment
Time, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), 216.
20. Finley, ~A Review of Hugh Nibley's Comparisons."
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evidence, confined to the time of Jeremiah, is enough to justify specula tion of the possibility of the de/alllotlI being such
'plates' or metal tablets as turn up in the Book of Mormon
story."21
Finley would like to be able to follow Torczyner in taking deleth
in Ostracon IV.3 merely as a sheet of papyrus or parchment, precisely
as the term is used in Jeremia h 36:23. 22 But the scholarly li terature
forces him to acknowledge the view of many scholars, based on Ugaritic and Phoenician parallels, that de/eth here may refer to some sort
of writing tablet. 23 Finley does not seem to fully app reciate that the
conclusion of the scholarship he cites is the very basis of Nibley's conjecture. He concludes this part of his argument, "It is unlikely that the
wax notebooks used by the ancient scribes ever amoun ted to anything
like an 'a ncient codex form' with 'joined pages of wood, ivo ry. or
metal.'" Here, though, he simply displays his ignorance of the con struction of ancient wooden writing tablets_ Such tablets were indeed
joined together by leather or metal hinges (and in fact were put together very much like doors). The outer edge of the boards was raised
so that the wax writ ing surface on the face of the boa rds would not
be affected when the leaves were brought together into the closed position (precisely the way one would close a modern book along its

21. Ibid.
22. In my view, Finley is correct (conlra Nibley's tentative suggestion ) that a scroll is
involved in the Jeremiah text . Three or four columns were cut from the scroll at a time,
which then burned in the fire; this does not suggest anything other than a papy rus or
parchment roll (no twith$tanding Niblcy·s focus on the usc of a knife to do the cutting).
Conversely, I believe th at Nibley (cont ra Finley's preference) is co rrect that deleth in
Lachish Le tt er IV.3 mOSf likely refers to some son of writ ing tablet. Note in this case that
the writing was ~on the ddeth" ('al ha-delelh), which does not work if delcth means "column" here. There would be no reason to call a roll of papyrus or parchment itself a dererh;
the word o nly works in 1hat co ntext if it is a refere nce to one or mo re columns. Finley
ciles A. Baumann as taking rldelh as "columns of a scroll" for Jeremiah but a "slate~ or
"board covered with writing" for the Lachish leifer; I agree with the distinction in usage
Baumann draws here.
Z:t In addition to the sources noted by Finley. note also that Semitic /lelelh comes
inlo Greek as ddlOS, "writin g tablet." The triangular capital letter delta was in the shape of
a cerlain type of ancient wriling tablet.
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spine). And wh ile it is true that most such writing tablets were made
of wood. they could also be made of ivory or metal. as Nibley indicates. 24 I would freely concede that N ibJey's argumen t is based on
"scant evidence" and is a "speculation." as he himsel f stated. Nevertheless, Nibley's argu ment remains a distinct possibi li ty. and Finley's
failu re to fully grasp Nibley's argument see ms to have been based on
his own fundamental ignorance of ancient writing tablets. 25
Finley next quotes Ernst Wurthwein 26 to the effect that the Copper
Scro1l 27 rep resents a "specia l exception" in usi ng metal as an ancien t
wr iting surface (though not for a biblical text). This part of the pape r
is simply embarrass ing because it is obvious that the Copper Scroll is
the sole example of anc ient writing on metal of which Finley has any
knowledge. Finley devotes a paragraph to establishing that the Copper
Scroll dates not to the time of the "alleged" Nephi but to the first cen24. For a basic explanation of the construction of wooden wri ting boards, s('( Keith
Mescrvy, "Ezekiel's 'Sticks,'" Ensign (September 1977): 22-27, and "Ezekiel's Sticks and the
Gathering of Israel." E7IIign (February 1987): 4-13. Brian E. Keck, " E:rekiel 37. Slicks. and
Babylonian Wriling Boards: A Critical Reappn isalt Dialogue 23/1 ( 1990): 126-38, rejects
both ( I) the Septuagin l uadit ion that translates the Hebrew word 'tJ~ in Ezekiel 37 with
Greek rabdos (~ rod~ ), 3S well as (2) the targumim, which translate that word with Aramaic /ulra' (Utablet. writing board"). Keck would ta ke 'its in that passage as literally referring to a "stick" one would pick up off the ground, seeing this as a highly symbolic action.
While I woul d agree with Keck's reject ion of Meservy's Akkadian linguistic argument, I
nevert heless would follow the targumic tradition as a much more meaningfu l symbol of
the reunificat ion of the divided kingdoms (i.e., the folding together of the leaves of a
wooden writing board). This would enable the two sticks aClUaUy to be<::ome uone stick
Ile<tls 'eclriidJ in Ezekiel's hand in the presence of the people. No similarly symbolic effect
wou ld be possible with two twigs.
2S. Finley writes, "My understanding is that the 'notebooks' to which he refers were
covered with wax." While th is is a correct statement, it is hardly controversial, so his qualification with the words "my understanding" appea rs to reflect some unctrtainty on his
pan as 10 how these tablets worked and were assemb led. Finley quotes Baumann, who described "the common folded double boards as being "very similar in appearance to a
doub le door.~ Finley was apparently unable to conceptualize what Baumann was describing, which was no doubt the basis for Nibley's allusion to the uancient codex form."
26. See Erost Wurthwein, The Text of tire Old Ttstament: An Inlroducri(Jn to the Biblia
Hebraica. trans. Erroll F. Rhodes (Gra nd Rapids: Eerdma ns, 1979), 7.
27. Finley neg lects to correct Wurthwein's er ror and places the Clipper Scroll in
Qumran Cave I. The rea lity, as indicated by its siglum (3Q 15), is that the Copper Scroll
was r«overed from Cave 3.
H

H
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tury A.D. (as if any Lalter~day Saint author had ever suggested otherwisc).23 He allows that "certai nl y we ca nn ot say metal writing ma terial in antiquity was impossible, since the Copper Scroll does at least
offer a broad analogy" (t hereby confirming that he knows of no
other example). He nevertheless st resses the gap in time, the different
genres, and the fact that the Book of Mormon plates would have to
have been more extensive than the Copper Scroll. He also emphasizes
the scroll form of the Copper Scroll rather than its being "plates," apparently unaware tha t "Copper Scroll" is really a misnomer. A1though
the copper text was discovered in a rolled condit ion (and since the
rest of the discoveries were pa rch ment or pa pyrus "scrolls," it was
natu ral to call this the "Copper Scroll "), in contrast to the parchment
or papyrus Dead Sea Scrolls, it certainly was not intended to be regularly rolled and unrolled. The refo re, a more apt t itle wou ld be the
"Copper Plaque" or the "Copper Plate," reflecting the fact that under
normal circumstances it was intended to lie fl at. 29 In any event, the
differences between the Copper Scroll and the Book of Mormon plates
are certainl y releva nt, and they do establish that the Copper Scroll is
not a precise example of the fo r m of plates involved in the production of the Book of Mo rmon . Yet I am unaware of any informed
Latte r-day Saint who has ever made such a claim. The Copper Scroll,
even by itself. is sufficient to demonstrate that importan t archival
records associated with the tem ple were wri tten on metal, at least in
the Roman period. 30 But the Copper Scroll need not stand alone as a
28. Finley seems to be unaware of the controversy over whether the Opper Scroll predates or postdates A.D. 70. and the significance of the answer to that question for deter mini ng just what the Opper Scroll represents. 5« P. Kyle McCarter Ir., · The Mystery of the
Coppe r Scroll.~ in Undemanding the Dead Sea Scrolls. ed. Hershel Shanks (N~w York:
Vi ntage. 1992).227-41. McCarter also addresses the geniza h concept mentioned below.
29. See Joseph A. Fi(~myer. RespellSes 10 101 QuesliollS Or! Ihe Dead Sea Scrolls (New
York: Palilist, 1992),35- 36.
30. Even if the Copper Scroll were an ancient fantasy, it presum ably would have bet:n
fashioned after the form of authenlic temple reco rds. Otherwise, it is diffiCl.llt to imagine
why someone would have bothered going to the difficulty of engraving the text on metal.
Michael Wise. Manin Abegg Jr., and Edward Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New
Trar!slatiorr (San Francisco: Harpt'rSan Francisco, 1996).5. note tha t "coppt'r and bronze
were common media of choice fo r the archival records of temples in the Roma n period.~
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witness; despite Finley's ignorance, we now know of thousands ll of
documents from antiquity that were written on metal.
My point in pursuing this brief review of the first part of Finley's
paper is that if Finley-who holds a Ph.D. from a prestigious univer·
sity, is a professor at a theology schoo!, and writes with at least a veneer
of scholarship--is so ill informed on the subject of ancient writing on
metallic plates. how much marc likely is it that the average lay person
has not even the first due as to the nature of this ancient practice?
Accordingly, I repent of any thought I eve r had that further studies
along these lines might be superflu ous and unnecessary. Clea rly we
need more widely disseminated information concerni ng ancient
writing on metal plates, preferably presented in a form accessible to
nonspecialists. The new book by John Tvedtnes fill s this need.
The Tvedtnes volume would be a welcome addit ion to the literature even if it did nothing more than add new examples of ancient
writing on metal plates to our existi ng catalog. But in fact, while it
does do this, it also does much more. The virtue of this well-conceived
study is its breadth. Instead of focusing narrowly on ancient writing
o n metal plates or burials in stone boxes, as previous studies have
done, this book approaches the story of the Book of Mormon plates
from a variety of angles, many of which have not received this kind
of substantive attention in the past. These angles include:
• The basic concept of hidden records
• The notion of records hidden specifi cally for the purpose of
coming forth in future generations
Hiding records in boxes
Sealed books
Angels as guardians of hidden books
Hiding sacred relics
Mountain repositories of records

31. T~dtnes di.~doses that Wright is currently preP<lring an exhaustive bibliography
of writings on metal plates (see p. 154). The bibliography has reached at least fifty-four
pages and documents the exi,tence of literally thousands of metal documents all O\'er the
ancient wo rld (see p. x),

TVEDT NES, HIDDEN BOOKS (BARNEY) • II

Long-term preservation of records
The concept of books in the "treasury"
In turn, Tvedtnes divides each of these broad inquiries into perhaps
a half-dozen categories of evidence, derived rrom an extensive recitation of ancient and med ieval sources. Thus, Tvedtnes "shows perhaps
fifty things about ancien t reco rds that must have been hilarious in
1830 but make perfect sense today" (p. xi).
The book itself is well des igned. In rece nt years, FARMS has
moved away from the horizon tal-striped cover style that was cha racteristic of volu mes published by the BYU Religious Studies Cente r.
That style was innovative and fresh for its time but now seems dated
and reminds me of 1970s-vintage avocado green kitchen appliances.
The exterio r and interior g raphic design of the book is state of th e
art, as has been the case with other recent titles issued rrom FARMS.
The paperback format and inexpensive price make the book easily
accessible to the LDS book-buying public.
This volume was also well edited. AJthough I was on the lookout
for errors, I noticed very few. On page 114 the Sy riac Book of the Bee
is described as a tenth-cen tury text, whereas the bibliography places
it in the early thirteenth centu ry (see p. 232). AJso, the first listing in
the bibli ography is of Livy's magnum opus Ab Urbe COlldita. T his
Latin title means" From th e Founding of the City" rather than "From
the H idden City," as the bibl iography takes it. Also, the statement that
no English translation is avallable is incorrect. Of the original 142
books, only 35 (Books 1-10 and 21-45) survive, together with some
fragme nts and summaries of the missing material; nevertheless, that
which is extan t is all ava ilable in English (fo r instance, in the Loeb
Classical Library).32

32. I only notffi a few additional infelicities: ( I) The lack of footnotes for the lastlwo
paragraphs on p. 47 seems to be an oversight. (2) On p. 48 Tve-dtnes stales that about half
of the Dead Sea SeroUs were found in Cave 4. Since something over S50 of the scroll texts
derive from that cave, substantially more than half come fro m Cave 4, ....nether we use the
older estimate of 800 texts Tvedtnes gives or more rece nt estimates of around 880. Since
the IOtal number of Dead Sea Scroll texts keeps rising as scholars identify the texts more
precisely, th is is not an error so much as a bit of obsolescence in the dlta. (3) On p. 11 3
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Although Tvedtnes gives proper attention to relevan t secondary
literature, for the most part he relies on primary sources, generally a
mark of good schola rship. The wealth of insights he has culled from
these so urces is truly impressive and makes for an interest ing read. In
order to aid the reader, Tvedtnes has supplied a near exhaustive bibli ography of the ancient and med ieval sources cited in the book. This
resource extends for some twenty-four pages and covers at least 120
texts. Each en try gives necessary background information and points
the reader to an English translation, where available. lust read ing the
bibli ography itself was fun and some thing of an education for me.
My only complaint about the bibliography is that a number of works
referenced in the book did not appear in the bibliography.)3
The sources Tvedtnes uses are wide- ranging. Geographically, although most derive from the Near East, a few come fro m as fa r away
as China. Temporally, only a handful date to around the time of Lehi
and Nephi. Some predate that time, but perhaps a majority substa ntially postdates that time, deriving largely from inter testamental ,
early Christian, and rabbinic literature. Given the variations in time
and. to a lesser extent, in place, from the origins of the Book of Mormon, it should be clea r that this evidence does not somehow prove
that the Book of Mormon is an authentic ancient text written on
metal plates. Such a demonstration would not be possible with existTved tn es says "t he Copper Scroll describes events th at took place about the ti me of the
Roman siege of Je rusalem in A. I). 70,~ but in fa ct th e Copper Scrol/ deSC"ribcs no events at
all (as correctly summarized on p. 112 ). Perhaps something like "the Copper Scrol/ relates
to events~ would have been ben er. The few other errors 1 noted are too minor to mention.
33. For the most pa rt, italicized titles in th e text were included in the bibliography,
but I noted the following exceptions: Asclepill~ (p. 17), The Key (p. IS), The Wing (p. IS),
Moreh Nebllkim (p. 2 1), Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles (p. SI), The Allgelic Keys
(p. 9S). Mystery of Mysteries and the Holy of Holies (p. 9S), 011 th t Gospel Clccording to St.
John ( p. 114), Tht Book of the Invisible Great Spirit (po I2S), Apocalypse of Enosh ( p. 12S),
Pseudo-Dionysius (p. 135), and Phaedra (p. !62). Some of these titles a~ lost books, and it
may be that those were not intended to be included in the bibliography; if so. a notc to
that effect would have been helpful. I would have preferred the bibliography to be truly
exhaustive and, in the case of lost books, to simply include what we know of them. I also
observed that the entry for MTalmud~ only mentions the Babylonian Talmud. Most read·
ers likely would not know that the abbreviation "TY ~ used on p. 160 refers to the
Jerusalem Talmud.
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ing evidence. The aim of this book is more modest: it is to show that,
cont rary to the long-standing caricature suggested by anti-Mormon
sources, the story of the Book of Mormon plates is "neither unique
nor strange" (p. 188) in the ancient world generally. The evidence
amassed by Tvedtnes certainly demonstrates the plausibility of Joseph
Smith's account of the origin s of the record.
Prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls. scholars often used
rabbinic sources to elucidate the Semitic background to the New Testament, despite the fact that those sources postdated the New Testament by centuries. The rabbinic sources were simply the best avaiJable
evidence at the timc. They were not a perfect source of information,
but what else could one do? Now that the Dead Sea Scrolls are available, they provide an important control on the application to the
New Testament of insights gleaned from rabbinic literature as well as
a direct source for such insights themselves. Although Tvedtnes's
sources are not perfect for the task of illuminating the origins of the
Book of Mormon, much like the rabbinic sources used to elucidate
the New Testament prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
they do provide the best currently available information. Perhaps
someday someone will discover an extensive temple archive dating to
the end of the seventh century B.C. in Jerusalem that will provide
more direct evidence for the way records were kept in that time and
place. Until that day comes, Tvedtnes's study is the next best thing.
Since the publication of Tvedtnes's book, some discussion of it
has appeared on the Internet. If the book should go into a second
edition, two issues raised by this discussion would be worth addressing. First, it would be helpful to have some more specific analysis of
the extent to which parallels adduced in the book might be connected to Book of Mormon culture-by diffusion or otherwise-----or
rather are to be explained by polygenesis (that is, independent development from morc than one source).3. Tvedtnes has commented

34. This point was raised by Brant Gard ner in a brief review posted on Scripture-L
on 11 January 200 l. Th( post is available at the list ar,hivcs. whkh may be found at
www.topi.a.com/tists/scripture-I/read?sort ... d&start ... 1562 under "Other Hidden Books
( mini - review ).~
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that he did not actually sea rch fo r the parallels set for th in the book;
rather, he came across them serendipitously over time while pursuing
othe r research and wanted to make the information available to others.35 Although an analysis of the ty pe suggested was no t part of the
book Tvedtnes set out to write, I would certainly be interested in his
comments o n this subject.
Second, while the purpose of the book was to describe numerous
ancient and medieval parallels to certa in unusual aspects of the coming fo rth of the Book of Mormon, it would also be worth addressing
th e q uestion of whether Joseph Smith could have derived these unusual charac teristics from ideas current in his nineteenth-centu ry
upstate New York culture. Historically the larger and more persistent
criticism has been th at no (or few) ancient parallels to the Book of
Mo rmon account exist-a criticism Tvedtnes's book demolishes.
Mo re recently, however, it has been claimed that Joseph could have
derived these ideas (books inscribed on metal plates buried in stone
boxes, and so forth ) from sto ries that were then current in his environme nt. Like Tvedtnes, my in itial reaction to these arguments was
that the Book of Mo rmon elicited such universal shock and disbelief
from so many quarters when it came forth that it was unlikely that
these ideas were circulating at the ti me and place of the book's publicatio n. It is possible, howeve r, that these co ncepts were known in
some small subset or subsets of the culture. It would be useful to devote some space in a future edit ion to a consideration of the sources
that have been put fo rward as co ntaining such nineteenth-century
parallels. l6

35. Tvedtnes's explanation can be found in a post forwarded to Scripture-L on
12 January 200 I. Further discussion of this and the following point ntay be fOlllld on a
message board called Zion's Lighthouse at pub26.ezboard.comffpac umen ispagesfrm 16
.show Mess3geRange1topicl D=48.topic&start= I &stop=20.
36. The argument for a nineteenth-ce ntury environmental sou rce for inscribed,
buried metal plates is made in Dan Vogel, Indian Origins and the Book of Mormon (Sal t
Lake City: Signature Books, 1986). 18-19, and Brent Lee Metcalfe, uApo logetic and Critical Assu mptions about Book of Mormon H istory,~ Diu/ogue 2613 (1993 ): IS7, At least
four possible nineteenth-century sources that conceivably could have influe nced Jose ph
Smith have been put forward:
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A good illust ration of the type of evidence Tvedtnes offers in this
volume is from the Apocalypse of Paul. According to the bibliography
(see p. 229), this is a document attribu ted to the apost le Paul, de ~
scribing his vision of the heavens that he alluded to in 2 Corinthians
12:l --4, and it existed early enough to have been known by Augustine
(fou rth century A. D. ) . The preface to one version of the accou nt
reads as follows:
In the consulate ofTheodosius Augustus the Younger and of
Cy negius a certain respected man was living in Tarsus in the
house which had once belonged to St. Paul; an angel, appcar ~
ing to him by night, gave him a revelation telling him to
break up the founda tions o f the house and to make public

A. Solomo n Spaulding's fictional account of finding twent y-eight parchment rolls
written in Latin in a small cave, thei r having been deposited there by Roma n $01dieTS from the age of Constantine. See Kent P. Jackson, ed., Manuscript Found: The
Complere Original "Spaulding Manu5l:ript" (Provo, Utah: BYU Religious Studies
Ct'nter, 1996). To learn why th e Spaulding theory of Book of Mormon origins is
considered bankrupt by the vast majority of Book of Mormon scholars (i ncl uding
even th e more responsible criti cs), see the introductory essay by Rex C. Reeve Jr.
(ibid., vii- xxxii) and the literature cited there.
B. Ethan Smith's stories of Ameri nds burying ancient records, recorded in Etha n
Smith, View of the Ilebrews; or the Tribes of Israel ill America (Poultn ey, VI.: Smith
and Shute, 1825),2 17 and 223. See the introduction and li terature cited in Charles D.
Tate Jr., ed., View of the Hebrew,: 1825 211d Edition: Complete 1ext by Ethan Smith
(Provo, Utah: BYU Religious Studi es Ct' nter, 1996).
C. A story related by an Indian about copper and brass plates with writing on them
that we re buried with ce rlain me n, as recounted in James Adair, The History of the
Ameriam ImlilillS (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1775), 179.
D. Comments abo ut ancient Hebrew reco rds set forth in Johann Jahn, Biblical Archlleology (Andover. Mass.: Flagg and Gou ld, 182)}.
Pending further discussion of the maller, I refer the read er to William J. Ha mblin , "An
Apologist for th e Criti cs: Brent Lee Metcalfe's Assumptions and Methodologies,~ Review
of Books on the Book of Mormoll 6/ 1 (1994): 434-523, fo r a response to these claims. In
fact, while resea rching materials for the prese nt review, I came upon the following statement by Metcalfe: "Based on Josephus and P/i'ly, Jahn speculated that ancient Hebrews
went so far as to wri te their sacred books in gold.~ See Metcalfe, ~Apologetic and Critical
Assumpti o ns,~ 157. I was therefore bemused when I then saw the Jahn passage quoted in
full context in Hamblin, "An Apologist for the Critics,~ 468, which makes it clear that Jahn
was talking about writing in gold ink. not writing on plates of gold metal.
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what he found. But he thought th is was a delusion. However,
the angel came the third time and scou rged him and compeUed him to break up the foundatio ns. And when he had dug
he discovered a marble box which was inscribed on the sides;
in it was the revelat ion of St. Pau l and the shoes in which he
used to walk when he was teach ing the word of God. But he
was afraid to open the box and brought it to a judge; the judge
accepted it and sent it as it was, sealed with lead, to the emperor
Theodosius; for he was afraid it might be something else. And
when the emperor received it he opened it and found the revelation of Saint Paul. Afte r a copy had bee n made he sent the
original manuscript to Jerusalem. (pp. 18S-86)
The correlations between this account and that of Joseph Smith are
sufficiently obvious that they were noted by non-LDS scholar Willis
Barnstone, who wrote of the Apocalypse: "The details of the discovered scriptures call to mind the detailed evidence associated with the
discove ry of Mormon scriptures in New York state."J7 Tvedtnes discusses this text both in connection with reco rds hidden in stone
boxes (see p. 39) and in connection with the angelic administration
of records (see pp. 99-\ 00). Appendix I contains an extended treatme nt of th is particular text based on a brown-bag lecture given by
Steven W. Booras of the Center for the Preservation of Ancient Religious Texts (CPART). Booras notes several details in this account that
paraUel the record of Moroni's visi ts:
• Both heavenly messengers visited th ree times in a single
even ing.
• The purpose of both heavenly visita tions was to reveal the
location of buried records.
Both records were bu ried in sealed stone boxes.
• Both records were accompanied by other relics.
• Both Joseph and the young nobleman were told to ma ke
the records public. (pp. 186-87)
37. Willis Barnstone, ed .• The Other Bible (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1984 ).
537.
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Booras also poin ts out some obvious differences between the
accou nts:
• We do not know if the young nobleman was a prophet.
• We are unaware why Paul's record came forth at that time
in history or if this angelic visitation was under any direct
authority from God.
• Although relics were found in both boxes, they were considerably different.
• It is not clear on what medium the Apocalypse of Paul was
written. (p. 187)
Although this is a particularly dramatic example, parallels of this
type are multiplied a hund redfold in Tvedtnes's book. J8
Wi th tha t basic overview of the book in place, at this point I will
mention some of the things I found pa rticularly interesting. Rabbi
Abraham Eleazar, in his 1735 alchemical work, wrote that at the time
the temple was destroyed, in A.D. 70, the secret books of the Jews
were written on copper tablets and concealed at the entrance to the
holy of holies, beneath a stone two cubits in depth that was marked
with the Hebrew wo rd for "fire" (see pp. 18-19). The rabbi copied
this material from copper onto tree bark. As Tvedtnes observes, the
eminent twentieth-century Jewish scholar Raphael Patai, in retelling
the story, notes: "The idea that sacred texts were originally inscribed
on metal tablets recurs in the Mormon belief that the Book of Mormon came down inscribed on gold tablets. Important documents
were in fact inscribed on metal tablets and preserved in stone or marble
boxes in Mesopotamia, Egypt, etc." (p. 19).
Tvedtnes draws an interesting analogy between inte rment of the
dead in tombs and the burial of records in the ground: "Just as the
dead will be resurrected, so too the records will come forth . .. .
Sometimes, as in the case of the Book of Mormon, the concealed
documents are placed in a coffin-like box" (pp. 24-25).
38. Tvedlnes nOtes a principle that must be kept in mind throughout this book: ~We
need not assume that all of these tales are true, but the antiquity of some of them suggests
that the concept was known andently~ (p. 101).
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I was unaware that David Whitmer claimed to have seen the
stone box where the plates were buried (see p. 3 1). A basic illu stration of records kept in boxes is provided by the ark of the covenant,
wh ich held not on ly the tables of the covenant but ot her records as
well (see p. 33). Tvedtnes describes the ark and the temple symbolism apparent in the cab in ets (called "arks") that hold scrolls of the
Torah in synagogues, including "a small curtai n representing the veil
that separated the holy of holies of the anc ient temple or tabernacle
(where the original ark of the covenant was kept) from the rest of the
sa nctuary" (p. 35).
I was a bit concerned when I began to notice references to the Book
ofJasher (starting at p. 49). I was relieved to find in the bibliography entry (see p. 240) that Tvedtnes is simply citing it as a thirteenth-century
A.D. production in Spain and not as the ancient Book of lasher men tioned in the Bible.39 Since Tvedtnes incl udes medieval sou rces in this
study, the inclusion of material from lasher seems appropriate enough.
In the section on sealed books, Tvedtnes describes two types of
sealing: physically sea ling a document shut, as by applying an im pressed wax or clay seal, and secret ing a book in a hidden place. I
tho ught Tvedtnes displayed a deft to uch in his description of "t he
words of a book that is sealed" from Isaiah 29: 11 -14 (sec pp. 59--60).
The discussion of the "book written with in and on the backside,
sealed with seven seals" (Revelation 5: 1) from the Revelation of lohn
was also interesting (see p. 63). In th is connect ion, one of the Dead
Sea Scrolls (4Q550) mentions a scroll sealed with "seven seals of the
ring of Darius, his fathe r" (pp. 63--64).40
I was particularly pleased by Tvedtnes's chapter on "Angels as
Guardians of Hidden Books." A common question one hears is "What
happened to the gold plates?" The answer, of course, is that the angel
39. See Edward J. Brandt, "The Book of lasher and the lauer· day Saints,n in
Apocryphal Writings and the Larter.day Saints, ed. C. Wilfred Griggs (Provo. Utah: ayU
Religious Studies Center, 1986), 297-318. Tvedtn~s mentions eady lDS interest in the
Book of /lHher on p. 170.
40. I was unaware of the possible connections of Ihis scroll with the book of Esthe r,
which Tvedtnes notes (see p. 63). This was in teresting 10 me in light of the oft-repealed
commonplace that the book of Esther was not found among the scroll•.
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Moroni took them back. Whe never I give this simple reply, however, I
imagine in my mind's eye the questioner turning into Dana Carvey's
Saturday Night Live character the "Chu rch Lady." arching an eyebrow
and saying, "Well , isn't that conveeenient!" I fo und Tvedtnes's discussion of angel ic care for sac red records to be very helpful in fu lly understanding the Book of Mormon account.
Tvedtnes describes a kind of precedent for the Copper Scroll (see
p. 113). A certain text describes how the vessels of the Jerusalem temple
were hidden away when the Babylonians conquered fcrusa lem in
587 B.C. The text describes how "Shi mmur the Lev ite and his associates listed on a copper tablet the sacred vessels and the vessels of the
Temple wh ich were in Jerusalem and in every place." These vessels
were to remain hidden "unt il the advent of a legitimate king for
Isracl."41
Although Tvedtnes concentrates on primary sources, I would
have added a citat ion to the classic study by lohn Welch to his discussion of the Narrative ofZosimos (see p. 134).42
Tvedtnes tell s the fascinat ing story of the Shapira documents
(see p. 138).l n 1878, a Jerusalem merchant named Moses Wilhelm
Shapi ra learned of some Arabs who, fleeing authorities, hid ou t in a
cave in Wadi Mujib. to the east of the Dead Sea. T hese Arabs sold
Shapira fiftee n dark leather strips cut from scrolls they had found in
the cave. The st ri ps conta ined texts from Deuteronomy and o ther
books of the Pentateuch. written in paleo-Hebrew script. Because
these texts contai ned va riations from the established Masoretic text.
au thorities pronounced them fraudulen t. Humil iated and faced with
the possibility of financia l ruin for his purchase of the strips. Shapira

41. Tvedt nes cites Jo hn C. Reeves, Herald of ThaI Good Realm: Syro·MC50potamian
Gn05i5 and Jewi5h Tradi/iom (Leiden: Brill, 1966), 152-53. This underscores the conti·
nuity of such practices in pre-printing press antiqu ity and also ilIustrat(S why the Copper
Scroll has somewhat more diC«"! relevance to the Book of Mormon than Finley would allow.
42. Sec John W. Welch, "The Narrative of Zosimus (History of the Rechabites) and
the Book of Mor mon,~ in Book of Mormon AUlhonhip Revi5ited; The Evidence for Ancient
Origill5, ed. Noel B. Reyno lds (Provo, Uta h: FARMS, 1997),323-74, which is a revised
ve rsion of John W. Welch, "Th~ Narrative of Zosimus and the Book of Mormon ,~ BYU
Stl/diE!; 22/3 ( 1982): 311-32.
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committed suicide in March 1884. Of course, in light of the discovery
of the Dead Sea Scrolls six decades later, scholars wou ld very much
like to examine thi s material; unfortunately, the whereabouts of the
strips is unknown,
In the section on writing on metallic plates (see p. 149), Tvedrnes
points out that the practice is mentioned in Isaiah 8: I; the verse speaks
of writing on a polished meta l plate with an engraving 1001 (the key
terms being mist ranslated as "roll" and "pen" in the KJV). He also
notes a treaty between the Jews and the Romans in the second cen tury
B.C. that was inscribed on bronze plates (see 1 Maccabees 8:22),
The brass plates had been kept in "the treasu ry of Laban," Keeping books in a "treasu ry" may sound odd to us, but, as Tvedtnes details (see pp. 155 and fo llowing), it was a common practice anciently,
such a "treasury" ofte n being analogous to what today we would
call a "library." I would add to his discussion the thought that English
"thesaurus" literally means "treasury" (i.e. , a treas ury of words) and
derives from the Greek thesallros (" treasure, storeroom"). In this section Tvedtncs also describes variations on the theme of the genizah, a
repository for worn synagogue se roUs, such as the genizah of the Old
Cairo synagogue in Egypt. There, at the en d o f the nineteenth century, Solomon Schechter of Ca mbridge d iscove red copies of a text
known as the Damascus Document that would later turn up among
the Dead Sea Scrolls (see pp. 156-67).
The foregoin g is but a brief sampling of the many fascinating insights Tvedtnes gleans fro m an ex tensive corpus of the literature of
ant iquity that relate to the slory of the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon. This book not only conveys extensive information (which I
always apprecia te) but also provides significant insights that seem
perfectly obv iou s only after you learn of them (my favorite kind).
Tvedtnes has a real talent for being able to read the Book of Mormon
in creative. new, and fulfillin g ways.43 Every student of the Book of
Mormon, from those with serious resea rch interests to the more casual reader, should obtain and read this excel lent study.
43. Compau the well-conceived essays 83thered togt'ther in John A. Tve<ilnes, The Most
Correct Book: Insights [rom (I Book o[Momlon Scholar (Salt Lake City: Cornerstone. 1999).

